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Jack Whitten, Gamma Group I, 1975, acrylic on canvas

Galleries Sector and Kabinett, Booth K3 !
Alexander Gray Associates presents Processing Abstraction, 1960–2013, an exhibition of work focused on processand material-based abstraction, pairing historic and recent work by Gallery artists Heidi Bucher, Melvin Edwards,
Harmony Hammond, Hassan Sharif, and Jack Whitten. Underscoring conceptual parallels between the artists’
process-oriented paintings, drawings, and sculpture, the presentation examines the role and impact of abstraction as
a vehicle for artistic, social, and political commentary. The exhibition spotlights emblematic examples of the artistic
innovation that placed these artists at the forefront among their peers. !
Making their debut at Art Basel Miami Beach 2013 will be Heidi Bucher and Harmony Hammond. Bucher’s
groundbreaking technical experimentation is represented through her castings of domestic spaces and objects in
resin and latex that resulted in emotionally charged and formally resonant installations and sculptures. Hammond’s
presentation includes both 1970s and recent heavily textured paintings that combine gender politics with postminimal concerns of materials and process.!
Also on view is a selection of Melvin Edwards’ iconic Lynch Fragments, which exemplifies the extraordinary
range of expression Edwards achieves with his method of welding industrial found-objects into new forms
that explore the relationship between material and formal abstraction. The selection of works by Emirati artist
Hassan Sharif speaks to the limits of discipline or singular approach. His systematic abstract drawings and
sculptures employ mark-making and weaving techniques to address arbitrariness and social dogma. Historical
and recent examples of Jack Whitten’s painting embody his pioneering role and experimental attitude by testing
the roles of gesture, surface, and content within the realm of abstract painting. Whitten employs abstraction
as a tool for overcoming conventional boundaries of paint as medium. Rare examples from his 1970s period will
debut at the Fair.!
The Gallery’s Kabinett presentation features a focused selection of historical works by Luis Camnitzer executed
between 1972–73. These works represent a key moment in Camnitzer’s New York-based career, one in which he
shifts from printmaking to alternate artistic mediums. Pintura con títulos (1973), one of the few painterly works
executed by the artist, explores Camnitzer’s use of parody and syntax to expand on the impulses and mythologies of
Abstract Expressionism and Conceptualism. A complementary selection of early works on paper emphasizes
accumulative process and material transformation, blurring the lines between method and medium. Together, these
slices of Camnitzer’s early practice anticipate current modes of formal and linguistic abstraction. !
Alexander Gray Associates is a contemporary art gallery in New York. The Gallery presents exhibitions focused on artists who emerged in the 1960s,
1970s, and 1980s. Influential in political, social and cultural spheres, these artists are notable for creating work that crosses geographic borders,
generational contexts and artistic disciplines. Alexander Gray Associates is a member of the Art Dealers Association of America. Gallery hours:
Tuesday–Saturday, 11:00 AM – 6:00 PM

